Removal of eye blinking artifact from the electro-encephalogram, incorporating a new constrained blind source separation algorithm.
A robust constrained blind source separation (CBSS) algorithm has been developed as an effective means to remove ocular artifacts (OAs) from electro-encephalograms (EEGs). Currently, clinicians reject a data segment if the patient blinked or spoke during the observation interval. The rejected data segment could contain important information masked by the artifact. In the CBSS technique, a reference signal was exploited as a constraint. The constrained problem was then converted to an unconstrained problem by means of non-linear penalty functions weighted by the penalty terms. This led to the modification of the overall cost function, which was then minimised with the natural gradient algorithm. The effectiveness of the algorithm was also examined for the removal of other interfering signals such as electrocardiograms. The CBSS algorithm was tested with ten sets of data containing OAs. The proposed algorithm yielded, on average, a 19% performance improvement over Parra's BSS algorithm for removing OAs.